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Friesenpress, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Mahdiyar Biazi, Shamin Zahabioun (illustrator).
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Faraj is a Farsi word meaning an
opening, a blessing, a space of possibility. ?btin journeys for a whole year, across deserts and
mountains to the sea. The young Zoroastrian hopes to come to terms with his harsh father and his
own ambivalence about the art of carpet weaving. He dreams of Mitr?, a Muslim girl who waits for
him back home, gathering medicinal plants in the barren lands, struggling with her family s
pressure to marry and a stranger s accusations of sorcery. Once reunited, ?btin and Mitr? realize
that both of their religions will forbid their marriage. Gossip is rampant and persecution of
Zoroastrians is on the rise. Faraj: A Space of Possibility is set amidst the mud-brick houses, wind
towers, and tiled mosques of 17th century Yazd-a crossroads on the Silk Road. We follow ?btin and
Mitr? as they work to reconcile their communities, often at risk to themselves. Together they
experience mysticism, danger, and the ups and downs of young love. Gaining confidence in their
callings as carpet weaver and healer, ?btin and Mitr? search...
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ReviewsReviews

Merely no words to explain. I really could comprehended everything out of this published e ebook. I found out this publication from my dad and i
suggested this publication to learn.
-- Prof. Margarita Ledner PhD-- Prof. Margarita Ledner PhD

This written pdf is fantastic. It normally is not going to expense a lot of. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the
book.
-- Gilbert Stroman-- Gilbert Stroman
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